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OFFICIAL INAUGURATION OF THE
NEW SHIP LIFT NIEDERFINOW NORTH

IN BRANDENBURG / GERMANY

 

SIEMAG TECBERG supplied sophisticated lifting technology for smooth shipping bet-
ween Berlin (Germany) and Szczecin (Poland) and was responsible for the entire machi-
ne technology. 

The German Federal Minister for Digital Affairs and Transport, Dr. Volker Wissing, called 
the newly built ship lift a „technical masterpiece“ at its opening ceremony.
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Official opening of the New Ship Lift by the Federal Minister of Transport, Dr. Volker Wissing. (Copyright SIEMAG TECBERG 2022).

Niederfinow (Brandenburg)/Haiger, October 2022.

New Niederfinow ship lift in Brandenburg officially inaugurated

On the afternoon of 4 October 2022, after 14 years of construction, the new Niederfinow North Ship Lift was 
ceremoniously inaugurated by the Federal Minister of Transport, Dr. Volker Wissing, with the participation of 
numerous regional, state and national political celebrities. The big band of the Main Customs Office in Berlin 
provided the musical framework for the inauguration ceremony with atmospheric swing music. 

The facility was opened to general shipping traffic on 5 October 2022 from 06:00. To mark the official inau-
guration, however, numerous other events have already taken place over the weekend and on German Unity 
Day in the period from 1 to 4 October 2022, such as a folk festival near the old lift and a colourful program-
me on the grounds of the new lift with artists and music. The North Brandenburg Water Tourism Initiative 
organised a boat parade for 4 October 2022. The week of celebrations ended on 6 October with a festive 
opening concert for visitors to the new lift from aboard the Excellence Coral cruise ship. 

The Niederfinow North Ship Lift in Brandenburg is a Ship Lift at the eastern end of the Oder-Havel Canal, a 
section of the federal waterway Havel-Oder-Wasserstraße, for which the Oder-Havel Waterways and Shipping 
Authority is responsible. The official laying of the foundation stone was carried out on 23 March 2009 by the 
former Federal Minister of Transport Wolfgang Tiefensee, Brandenburg‘s Prime Minister Matthias Platzeck, 
representatives of the Berlin Waterway Construction Authority and the construction companies.
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Representatives of SIEMAG TECBERG proudly took part in the inauguration ceremony of the New Ship‘s Hoist (from left to right) (Photo Copyright 
Lars Wiedemann 2022): 

• Kevin Krüger (Future SIEMAG TECBERG project manager for the ship lift / Design Engineer)
• Elisabeth Fleischhauer (Team Coordinator Market Communication SIEMAG TECBERG group)
• Bernhard Peschke (Trainee Mechatronics)
• Ralf Schülke (Former SIEMAG TECBERG project manager for the ship lift / General Manager Hoisting Technology Projects)
• Jürgen Peschke (CEO SIEMAG TECBERG group)
• Dirk Zeppenfeld (Vice President Commercial)

In a joint statement, the companies involved in the construction of the New Niederfinow Ship Lift Consor-
tium emphasized that together they had created a 133-meter-long and 55-meter-high structure that blends 
seamlessly into the landscape and yet inspires with its special architecture. By combining their respective 
expertise, all the companies involved would have developed the necessary trust with fairness, transparency 
and respect to successfully implement this building of the century.

For those involved in the project at SIEMAG TECBERG, the construction project also represented an interes-
ting field of application for their own engineering skills. „From the construction phase of the installation of 
the mechanical components and the machine technology onwards, we from the project management were 
more or less permanently on site to coordinate and monitor our services,“ reports Ralf Schülke, the SIEMAG 
TECBERG project manager responsible on site to date.
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Technical talk in the rope sheave hall of the ship lift (f. l. t. r.): Dirk Zeppenfeld, Kevin Krüger, Jürgen Peschke und Ralf Schülke.

And Jürgen Peschke, owner and CEO of the SIEMAG TECBERG group, states:

„We contributed our extensive experience in shaft hoisting technology from underground raw material mi-
ning to this outstanding transport project and were responsible for the entire machine technology. The ship 
trough, which weighs approx. 10,000 metric tons, is controlled by safety and holding devices and travels 
through the ship lift like an elevator. The counterweight principle with steel ropes and deflection pulleys, 
which has been used industrially in shaft hoisting technology for decades, enables a minimum drive power to 
overcome the system resistances of approx. 20,000 tons of moving masses. We are proud to have made an 
important contribution with all our engineering knowledge.“
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The terrain level to be overcome at the new ship lift is 36 m.

Competent engineering knowledge for the New Ship Lift Niederfinow

As noted, the new Niederfinow ship lift has been under construction as part of the German federal govern-
ment‘s „anti-congestion program“ since 2009. Once it is opened, it will replace the oldest ship lift in Germa-
ny, which is still in operation from the 1930s. Since 1934, this protected industrial monument has enabled 
watercraft to surmount a 36-metre height differential on the 250-year-old waterway. The new ship lift at the 
eastern end of the Havel-Oder federal waterway will be additionally supported by the old lift for a certain 
period after opening.

The new Niederfinow ship lift is of great importance for transport infrastructure networking in Europe. The
new construction will eliminate a major bottleneck on the only trans-European east-west waterway link 
between Szczecin and Duisburg. The new construction will enable modern freight and container ships, which 
are becoming ever wider and longer, to also utilise this waterway with up to 104 standard cargo containers.
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In the foreground the old ship lift, which will support the new lift in the background - here in the construction phase - for a while yet. (Photo Copyright 
Ralf Roletschek / Roletschek.at)

This fulfils the valid European standard and also creates the prerequisite to increasingly shift freight trans-
port to the environmentally compatible and cost-effective mode of water transport.

Due to the positive experience with the virtually trouble-free operation of the old ship lift for decades, the
basic mechanical principle was retained for the new ship lift so that the approximately 20,000 watercraft per 
year can continue to surmount the incline in the terrain without any problems.
Just as with the old ship lift with its up to 150,000 visitors per year, the new lift will be on display. The 
interior can be explored via lifts and bridges, and the process of raising and lowering the watercraft can be 
observed in the visitor galleries at a height of almost 50 metres.

SIEMAG TECBERG is responsible for the sophisticated machine technology

As a partner to Niederfinow Consortium, the SIEMAG TECBERG group with its knowledge-based services in 
the fields of engineering / implementation planning, procurement, production supervision, assembly super-
vision and support during commissioning is responsible for the sophisticated machine technology. This in-
cludes for example the trough drive, trough safety device, trough holding device, trough guides and counter-
weight system. In future, vessels up to 11.45 metres wide and 110 metres long will be able to pass through 
the 115 metre long Niederfinow trough.
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View of a part of the total of 112 installed double rope sheaves. In the background left the old ship lift.

This is enabled by the ship lift‘s lifting technology, which functions according to the Archimedean counter-
weight principle like a Koepe hoisting machine, as the mass of the waterfilled trough remains the same when
a ship enters.

The SIEMAG TECBERG group is contributing its decades of experience with counterweight systems in shaft
hoisting to this project. In the new elevator, the filled trough hangs on 224 60-mm diameter steel cables, 
which are connected to the counterweight groups on both sides via 112 double cable pulleys with a diameter
of 4 metres.

 
 
The counterweight principle minimises the drive‘s installed output for lifting and lowering the approximately
9,800-tonne ship‘s trough. A total of 1,280 kW of drive output is installed in four drive units.

This results in a travel time for the 36-metre lifting height of approximately three minutes compared to 
around five minutes for the old lift. For potential accident scenarios, a trough safety system analogous to
the old lift is installed, which consists of four turning bolts with internally-threaded columns attached at the
pylons and which will hold the ship trough securely in case of excessive imbalance.
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                                           View of the trough with the steel cables as connection between trough and counterweights.

Based on the client‘s concept, the SIEMAG TECBERG group further completed the hydraulically operated
trough holding devices in the upper and lower berthing positions as well as the horizontal trough guiding de-
vices in the longitudinal and transverse direction of the structure.

During commissioning in April of this year, a first trough lift was carried out as an empty lift - without ship,
but with water-filled trough - to the upper berthing position in order to successfully test the trough drive for
functionality.
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Photo top copyright Lars Wiedemann 2022.

After a trough run, as can be seen in the picture above, the trough incl. 
superstructures is in the upper berthing position and thus at the upper 
channel level. 

This allows a view into the trough or underneath the trough (picture on 
the right, here still from the construction phase).

The counterweight groups with their yellow-painted catch frames, which
are driven downwards, can be clearly seen.
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On the left side trough safety device with turning bolt in the internally-threaded column, on the right drive pinion with cardan shaft.
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Evaluation of the german media - Inauguration of the New Niederfinow Ship Lift 04.10.2022

ARD Audiothek
https://www.ardaudiothek.de/episode/berlin-und-brandenburg/betriebsleiter-dieses-schiffshebewerk-ist-
ein-unikat/rbb24-inforadio/10861005/

Berliner Zeitung
https://www.berliner-zeitung.de/mensch-metropole/der-groesste-schiffslift-deutschlands-desaster-oder-zu-
kunftshoffnung-li.271643

Berliner Zeitung
https://www.berliner-zeitung.de/mensch-metropole/schiffshebewerk-niederfinow-erste-fahrt-im-schiffslift-
der-berliner-schlepper-volldampf-ist-dabei-li.273372

Bernau Live –Stadt- und Regionalportal
https://bernau-live.de/nachrichten/barnim/heute-offizielle-eroeffnung-des-neuen-schiffshebewerk-in-nie-
derfinow

Deutscher Presseindex
https://www.deutscherpresseindex.de/2022/10/04/eroeffnung-des-neuen-schiffshebewerks-niederfi-
now/

Deutschlandfunk Kultur
https://www.deutschlandfunkkultur.de/schiffshebewerk-niederfinow-havel-oder-wasserstrasse-auslastung-
brandenburg-100.html

MAZ-Online.de / Märkische Allgemeine Zeitung (MAZ)
https://www.maz-online.de/brandenburg/schiffshebewerk-niederfinow-eroeffnung-nach-14-jahren-bauzeit-
AS46DCQTBDNR6URLAGFL2NO37I.html

Moz.de / Märkisches Medienhaus
https://www.moz.de/lokales/eberswalde/verkehr-oder-havel-kanal-8-jahre-verspaetung-_-so-lief-die-eroeff-
nung-vom-schiffshebewerk-niederfinow-66873139.html

Msn.com / Microsoft News Portal
https://www.msn.com/de-de/reisen/nachrichten/nach-14-jahren-bauzeit-das-neue-schiffshebewerk-nie-
derfinow-geht-in-betrieb/ar-AA11PMkC

Rbb24 Inforadio
https://www.inforadio.de/rubriken/interviews/2022/10/04/schiffshebewerk-niederfinow-eroeffnung-
schumacher.html
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Rbb-Online
https://www.rbb-online.de/brandenburgaktuell/archiv/20221004_1930/einweihung-schiffshebewerk.
html

Rbb-Online – Rundfunk Berlin-Brandenburg (Fernsehsendung)
https://www.rbb-online.de/fernsehen/programm/04_10_2022/1783982.html

Rbb24 – Rundfunk Berlin-Brandenburg
https://www.rbb24.de/studiofrankfurt/panorama/2022/10/brandenburg-barnim-neues-schiffshebewerk-
niederfinow-havel-oder-wasserstrasse-kanal.html

Rbb24 – Rundfunk Berlin-Brandenburg (Bildergalerie)
https://www.rbb24.de/studiofrankfurt/panorama/2022/10/brandenburg-niederfinow-schiffshebewerk-
oder-havel-kanal-bildergalerie.html

Schiffshebewerk Niederfinow – Offizielle Website
https://schiffshebewerk-niederfinow.com/

Tagesspiegel
https://www.tagesspiegel.de/berlin/schiff-ahoi-neues-schiffshebewerk-in-brandenburg-nimmt-betrieb-
auf-8706070.html

win Wassertourismus Initiative Nordbrandenburg
https://win-brandenburg.de/presse/news-aktuelles/
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The company

The SIEMAG TECBERG Group supports its customers in the commodity markets and transport infrastructure 
with energy-efficient and intelligent hoisting technology as a world‘s leading supplier in this field.

Whether in the extraction of precious metal and industrial metal ores to supply green technologies with the 
necessary natural resources, or in the extraction of mineral salts for the production of mineral fertilisers - 
SIEMAG TECBERG Group‘s system-integrative overall solutions always convince with excellent engineering 
know-how, extensive system tests of the equipment with factory commissioning on heavy-duty test fields 
and digital service concepts including condition monitoring and service management..

The technical focus of the SIEMAG TECBERG group is on the development, design, manufacture, commissio-
ning and technical service of shaft hoisting systems for the vertical and inclined conveying of raw materials. 
In doing so, the SIEMAG TECBERG group has distinct engineering competences for mechanics, hydraulics, 
drive and automation technology. Unique reference projects worldwide demonstrate the overall plant com-
petence and leading position of the SIEMAG TECBERG group. The group offers knowledge-based services for 
the supply of customized machinery and equipment for the following industrial applications:

Hoisting and conveying technology
• OEM Shaft Hoisting Technology for Underground Mines and -Waste Deposits
• OEM Material Handling Technology
• Systems Integration Automation and Drive Technology 

Cooling
• Cooling and Ventilation Technology for Underground Mines, Waste Deposits and special Tunnels
• Systems Integration Controls and Automation

The niche specialist‘s technology emerged from a forge founded in 1871 in Siegerland, which produced 
equipment for local ore mining and the iron and steel industry in the german-South Westphalian Siegerland 
region. Following a management buy-out out of the SIEMAG-Weiss-SMS network 2007, SIEMAG TECBERG 
was founded by Jürgen Peschke, who is CEO and Controlling Shareholder of the SIEMAG TECBERG group.

The SIEMAG TECBERG Group is represented on all continents by at least one subsidiary and works together 
with cooperation partners worldwide. In addition to the headquarters with the assembly plant in Haiger 
(Germany) north of Frankfurt am Main, other locations are situated in Rugby (UK), Katowice (Poland) and 
Moscow, Norilsk, Berezniki and Belgorod (Russia).

Further sites with own assembly plants are located in Tianjin (China), Sydney and Mayfield East (Australia), 
Johannesburg (South Africa) and Milwaukee/Denver (USA). The group employs about 400 people worldwide. 
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Contact     Press contact

SIEMAG TECBERG GmbH   Christian Peschke
TECBERG park 28    Head of Human Resources & Market Communication
35708 Haiger / Kalteiche, Germany 
     
Phone +49 2773 9161-0   Phone +49 2773 9161 - 200
Fax +49 2773 9161-300   E-Mail christian.peschke@siemag-tecberg.com

info@siemag-tecberg.com 
www.siemag-tecberg.com


